



This study examines those changes through the example of a Southern 
Transdanubia large estate which impacted the Hungarian large estates in the 
interwar period. The estate of Nagykanizsa was acquired by Count Lajos  
 a free tail together with three other 
large estates. The estate remained in control of the family until 1945. Since the 
1830s the operation of the estate of Nagykanizsa started to differ significantly 
from other domestic large estates because leasing became an important aspect 
parallel with production. From 1871 till 1945 the owner kept control of the 
wooded property; however, he had those fertile lands leased out to local entre-
preneurs for long-
lease out their buildings and other properties in the city of Nagykanizsa for 
rather high rental fees. This model provided the long-term profitability of the 
estate mostly because the demand for forestry goods was always high; mean-
while, the collected rental fees provided a stable income for the duke even in 
was notable for its quality forestry which was nevertheless the result of the 
highly trained foresters. After the analyses of archive, literature, statistical and 
news source data it can be surely stated that the high-level estate management, 
the modern forms of property management, the product chain adoption to the 
market conditions were proper means to realise above the domestic average 
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25 A harmadik elem pe-
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1. -ben (hold) 













Nagykanizsa 46   784   811 263   43 1949 
Bajcsa      10   195     4   339  14   563 
    171     89     7   262    8   538 
Szepetnek 12 2394     65   42   515  13 3041 
Eszteregnye      59       13       73 
Homok- 
   
  6   455   171 172 1457 17 12 2291 
   6   640     41    442    6 1137 
 
   
        19       19 
Obornak       256     257 
 73 4515 1372 488 3304 17 95 9867 
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Mivel a kanizsai uradalom birtoktestei 
lasztva helyezkedtek el, 
majorb
is ki lehetett adni.28 Azt fontos megjegyezni, hogy 1915-
-ban, 
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1. -ben (hold) 






   
  
Nagykanizsa   637 28 404  109    48 1226 
Bajcsa       8  140      4   338   11   501 
Eszteregnye        270    270 
     30  120      7   255     8   420 
   495    21     459   13   988 
Szepetnek 1680   3   55    21   521   54 2334 
   408 18   95 29 121 1435   17 2123 
          14     5     19 
 3258 49 835 29 262 3292 156 7881 






















































Table 3: Leases of manorial works based on the registry of 1940 




616 16 028 
  
 
546 16 584 
  
 
1503 30 432 
  499 12 628 
 Gross Tibor  
 
377 7 632 
  799 17 776 
  
 
100 2 328 
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